A Chinese word Seglnentation algorithm based on forward icnaxinnlln matching and word binding force is t)roposed in this pai)er. This algorithm Iilays a key role in post-processing the outtmt of a character or st/eech recognizer in determining the proper word sequence c(/rrest)onding to an input line of cha.raeter images or a speech wav(~,fol'tn. ~FO support this algorithm, a text; (:orims of over 63 millions characters is employed to enrich an 80,O00-words lexi(:on in terlns of its word entries and word binding forces. As it stands now, given an input line of text, the word segmentor can proce, ss on the average 210,000 characters per se(:-ond when running on an IBM RISC System/6000 3BT workstation with a col rect word identitication rate of 99.74%.
Introduction
A language model as a t)ost-processor is esse, ntial to a recognizer of speech or characters in order to determine the approi)riate word se, que, n(:e and henc.e the semantics of an inI)ut line of text or utterance. It is well known that an N-gram statistics language model is just as effective as, t)ut nmch more eificient than, a syntactk:/semantic analyser in determining the correct word sequence. A necessary condition to successflfl collection of N-gram statistics is the existence of a coInprehensive le, xicon and a large text corpus. The latter must tie lexically analysed in order to identify all the words, from which, N-gram statistics can be derived. About 5,000 characters are being used in modern Chinese and they are the building blocks of all wor(ls. Ahnost every character is a word and inost words are of one or two characters long but there are also abundant wor(ls longer than two characters. Before it; is seginented into words, a line of text is just a sequence of characters and there are numerous word segmentation alternatives. Usually, all but one of these alternatives arc syntactically and/or semantically incorrect. This is l;he case because unlike texts in English, Chinese texl;s have no word nlarkers. A tirst step towmds buihting a language model based on N-gram statistics is to de, vek)p an etIMent lexical analyser to id(!ntify all the words in the, corpus.
Word segmentation algorithlns behmg to one of two types ill general, viz., the structural (Wang et al., 1991) and the statistical type (Lua, 1990) (Lua and Gan, 1994) (Sproat and Shih, 1990) rt;spectively. A structural algorithm resolves segmentation mnbiguities by examining the structural rclationships between words, while a statistical algo--rithm compares the usage flequencies of the words and their ordered combinations inste, ad. Both approaches ln~ve serious liinitat;ions.
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Maximum Matching Method for Segmentation
Maximum matching (l,iu et al., /994 ) is one of the most I)opular structural segmentation algorithms for Chinese texts. This method favours long words an(1 is a gree(ty algorithm by (lesign, hen(:e, suboptimal. Segmenl;ation may start from either end of the line without any difference in segmentation results. In this paper, the forward direction is adopted. The major advantage of inaximum matching is its etHciency while its segmentation accuracy can be expected to lie around 95%.
Word Frequency Method for Segmentation
In this statistical approach in terms of word frequencies, a lexicon needs not only a rich repertoire of word entries, lint also the usage frequency of e, ach word. To segment a line of text, each possible segmentation alternative is ewduated according to the product of the word fi'equencies of the words Seglnented. • All 2-charat't(',r words are stored ill a se, parat(; tabh: of 655"{6 bins. 'I'll(', two low order bytes of the two (:hara(:ttn's arc used as a short iw t:(:g(',l" for bin address. Should t]mrt~ be other words (:ont(',sting for the, same biu, they a, re kept in a linked list.
• Any 3-ttha.ra, cl;t;r word is split into a 2-(',ha.ra,('.t(;r pre[ix and a, i[-chara(:ter sutlix. The prt!lix will tm si,ored in the bin tabh: for 2-(']lar~l(:t(',r words with (:lear indi(:ation of its l)rcfix st&(liB. Thc Sill[ix will bc stored in the bin table for l-(:harac, t(:r words, again, wiLh clear indication of its suffix status. All (tut/li-(;ate entries are coral)trier1, i.e., if (~ is a word as well as a suflix, tilt; two entries arc combined into one with a,n indication that it; can serve as a word as well as a suffix.
• Any d-t:haract;ex word is divided up into a 2-chara(',ttu" prefix and a 2-(:haract(n' suffix, 1)oth stored in tile bin • Any word longer than 4 characters will be divided into a 2-character prefix, a 2-character infix and a suffix. The prefix and tile infix are stored in the bin table for 2-character words, with clear indications of their status. Each prefix points to a linked list of associated infixes and each infix in turn, points to a linked list of associated suffixes.
Maximum matching segmentation of a sequence of characters "...abcdefghij.. 2' at the character "a" starts with matching "ab" against the 2-character words table. If no match is found, then, "a" is assumed a 1-character word and maximum matching moves on to "b". If a match is found, then, "ab" is investigated to see if it can be a prefix. If it cannot, then "ab" is a 2-character word and maximum matching moves on to "c". If it can, then one examines if it can be associated with an infix. If it can, then one examines if "cd" can be an infix associated with "ab". If the answer is negative, then the possibility of "abed" being a word is considered. If that fails again, then "c" in the table of 1-character words is examined to see if it can be a suffix. If it; can, then "abe" will be examined to see if can be a word by searching the 1-chara(q;er suffix linked list pointed at by "ab". Otherwise, one has to accept that "ab" is a 2-character word and moves on to start Inatching at "c". If "cd" can be an infix preceded by "ab", the linked list pointed at; by "cd" as an infix will be searched for the longest possible sutfix to combine with "abed" as its prefix. If no match can be found, then one has to give up "cd" as an infix to "ab':.
Training of the System
Despite the fact thai; the lexicon acquired from Taiwan has been augmented with words fl'om another lexicon developed in China, when it is applied to segment 1.2 million chm'acter news passages in blocks of 10,000 characters each randomly selected over the text corpus, an average word seginentation error rate (IZ) of 2.51% was found with a standard deviation (c,) of 0.57%, mostly caused by uncommon words not included in the enriched lexicon. Then it is decided that the lexicon should be fllrther enriched with new words and adjusted word binding forces over a number of generations. In generation i, n new blocks of text are picked randomly from the corpus and words segmented using the lexicon enriched in the previous generation. This process will stop when I* levels off over several generations. The 100(1 -a)% confidence interval of t* in generation i is :tzto.a~,~,__l~r/v~ where a is the standard deviation of error rates in generation i-1, and n is the number of blocks to be segmented in generation i. to.5~,n-1 is the density function of (0.5a, n -1) degrees of freedom (Devore, 1991) . Throughout the experiments below, n is always chosen to be 20 so that the 90% confidence interval (i.e., (t = 0.1) of t z is about :k0.23%.
Experimental Results
The lexicon has been updated over six generations after being applied to word segment 1.2 million characters. Tile vocabulary increases from 85855 words to 87326 words. The segmentation error rates over seven generations of the training process are shown in the Most of these errors occur in proper nouns not included in the lexicon. They are hard to avoid unless they become l)opular enough to be added to the lexicon. The CPU time used for segmenting a text; of 1,200,000 characters is 5.7 seconds on an IBM I{ISC System/6000 3BT computer.
Conclusion
Lexical analysis is a basic process of analyzing and understanding a language. The proposed algorithm provides a highly accurate and highly efficient way for word segmentation of Chinese texts. Due to cultural differences, tile same language used in different geographical regions and difl'crent applications can be quite diffferent causing problems in lexical analysis. However, by introducing new words into and adjusting word binding threes in the lexicon, such difficulties can be greatly mitigated.
This word segmentor will be applied to word segment the entire corpus of 63 million characters before N-gram statistics will be collected for postprocessing recognizer outputs.
